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Abstract—In cybersecurity, accurate and timely prediction
of attacks plays a crucial role in mitigating the risks and
impacts of cyber threats. However, traditional attack prediction
methods that rely on training Machine Learning (ML) algorithms
directly on raw data often suffer from high false alarm rates
and low detection rates, leading to inaccurate and unreliable
results. To overcome these limitations, this paper presents a novel
approach that integrates attack prediction with self-supervision
using variance-invariance-covariance regularization (VICReg).
The proposed method harnesses VICReg to enhance raw data
and generate representations while leveraging self-supervision to
learn meaningful features without supervision. Training classic
ML algorithms on these refined representations improves pre-
diction accuracy and enhances the robustness of the learning
process. We provide a comprehensive description of the proposed
method and present an evaluation of its performance on several
benchmark datasets. The experimental results demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method over classic ML algorithms.

Index Terms—Self-supervised learning, Deep Learning, Struc-
tured Data, Attack Prediction, Wireshark

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

C
YBERSECURITY is a major concern for businesses,

governments, and individuals, as the damage caused

by worldwide cybercrime is expected to reach $10.5 trillion

annually by 2025. The global cybersecurity workforce is

projected to be short 1.8 million people by 2022, with 66% of

respondents reporting that they don’t have enough capacity to

address current threats. Predictive analysis has the potential to

give organizations an advantage by allowing them to allocate

their defence resources more effectively and automate the

process of attack forecasting and prediction.

Some of the most actively studied problems include Net-

work Risk Scoring (NRS) [1], Threat Detection and Classi-

fication (TDC) [2], Attack Prediction [3], phishing detection

[4], web shell classification and automating security pipelines.

A. Attack Prediction

The number and sophistication of cyberattacks are con-

stantly increasing, making it increasingly difficult for orga-

nizations to protect themselves against all likely threats. By

predicting and preparing for potential attacks, risks and losses

can be minimized. Attack prediction refers to the process

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF WIRESHARK CAPTURED DATA IN TABLE FORMAT

No. Time Source Protocol Length Info

1 0 192.168.1.2 HTTP 98 GET Tindex.html

2 0.05 192.168.1.1 HTTP 145 HTTP/ 1.1 200 0K

3 0.06 192.168.1.2 HTTP 98 GET /css/style.css

4 0.09 192.168.1.1 HTTP 756 HTTP/ 1.1 200 0K

5 0.1 192.168.1.2 HTTP 98 GET /js/script.js

6 0.14 192.168.1.1 HTTP 903 HTTP/I.1 200 0K

of identifying and forecasting potential security threats or

vulnerabilities in a system or network. This is a critical aspect

of cybersecurity, as it helps organizations to proactively protect

themselves against future attacks and to minimize the impact

of any breaches that do occur.

B. Prediction Logic

One of the key tools in addressing cybersecurity threats is

the use of network packet analyzers. These tools are designed

to capture, analyze, and interpret network traffic, to identify

potential security breaches and malicious activities. Among

these tools, Wireshark [5] is a free and open-source (GNU

General Public License) platform independent tool that serves

as a packet analyzer. It is used for network issue resolution,

examination, the development of communication protocols

and educational purposes. Wireshark intercepts packets and

presents them in a table format, with each row representing

a single packet and each column displaying various details

about the packet.

The captured packets can be filtered and sorted using

various criteria, such as the protocol used, the source and

destination addresses, or the specific type of data being

transmitted. Table I-B shows an example of Wireshark data

displaying six packets in table format. The columns include

the time, source IP address, protocol, packet length, and a

brief description of the packet
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C. Self Supervised Learning

Self-supervised learning (SSL) [6] is a machine learning

approach that seeks to acquire data representations without

explicit supervision, thereby eliminating the need for labeled

data. Through this method, the model autonomously learns

valuable features and representations, which can be utilized

for downstream tasks. SSL holds significant potential for en-

hancing the efficiency and effectiveness of learning algorithms

in scenarios where labeled data is limited or costly to obtain.
One of the earliest works in SSL was the autoencoder

[7], a neural network architecture that learns to reconstruct

its input by training on an unlabeled dataset. Another

popular SSL technique is contrastive learning [8] which is a

method of training a model to distinguish between different

representations of the same data.
SSL has been applied to a wide range of tasks such as com-

puter vision [9], natural language processing [10] and speech

recognition. SSL is still an active area of research and many

questions remain open. For example, there is currently no con-

sensus on the best way to evaluate the quality of the representa-

tions learned by SSL methods [11]. Additionally, the effective-

ness of SSL for certain tasks or domains is still being explored.

The issue of collapsing problem [12] in learning architecture

is often mitigated by the presence of hidden biases, which

may not have a transparent explanation or interpretation. This

ensures that the learning process remains stable and effective.

However, the underlying reasons or justifications for these bi-

ases may not always be readily apparent or easily interpretable.

D. VICReg

VICReg [13] a study by Meta Research introduced an

approach that explicitly addresses the collapse problem by

incorporating a straightforward regularization term on the vari-

ance of the embeddings along each dimension independently.

VICReg, combines this variance term with a decorrelation

technique that focuses on reducing redundancy and covari-

ance regularization. By integrating these strategies, VICReg

achieves state-of-the-art results on a range of downstream

tasks, effectively overcoming the collapse problem and en-

hancing the quality and diversity of the learned embeddings.
While Self-Supervised Learning (SSL) has garnered sub-

stantial interest and recognition in the domains of computer

vision and natural language processing (NLP), where large-

scale datasets of unlabeled images are readily available (e.g.

ImageNet), there has been very less research behind the

adoption of SSL to tabular data. We apply self-supervision to

predict attacks from tabular data using VICReg in this paper.

Following are some of the significant observations:

1) Self supervision using VICReg on tabular data before

applying Machine Learning (ML) algorithms helps in

improving prediction accuracy.

2) When it comes to attack prediction, swap noise, a

complementary approach to existing augmentation tech-

niques in the tabular data setting, proved to be effective.

3) VICRA improves attack prediction accuracy compared

to traditional Machine Learning (ML) methods.

Our key contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) We address the problem of Attack Prediction on wire-

shark features as a Machine Learning (ML) problem.

We present the problem as an anomaly detection task

for tabular data.

2) We propose a novel technique called VICRA (Variance-

Invariance-Covariance Regularization for Attack Predic-

tion) which uses self-supervision to enhance the tabular

embeddings using swap noise and show significant in-

crease in performance.

3) By leveraging the inherent structure of data and regular-

izing the learning process, the method is able to improve

prediction accuracy and robustness.

4) We present a pipeline to train attack prediction models

on wireshark data using VICRA.

5) We investigate the performance of VICRA attack predic-

tion on popular datasets by comparing it with the current

ML approaches.

6) Our VICRA technique improves the accuracy by over

2.48% for NSL KDD, 0.90% for UNSW NB15 and

7.17% for AWID2 than traditional ML approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our proposed

approach is described in Section 2. Performance evaluation

and findings of the work are shown in Section 3, Section 4

concludes the finding of the work.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we formally introduce our proposed VICRA

system and highlight the specific areas of the problem that

we aim to solve. The architectural overview of the proposed

system is shown in Figure II.

The system takes Wireshark features as input and predicts

if it’s an attack or not. The overall procedure includes the

following steps: (1) data preparation, (2) self-supervised learn-

ing, (3) embedding cloud generation, and (4) attack prediction.

The primary focus of this research is to use self-supervision to

enhance the feature embeddings while improving metrics for

attack prediction. The processes are then thoroughly explained.

A. Data Preparation

As seen in Figure 1 the dataset is in the form of raw

Wireshark features. To obtain useful information from the raw

features we clean the data using standard data preparations

methods which are mentioned below.

1) Missing Values: The data collected might have a lot

of missing features. There are many proposed approaches on

handling missing data in Wireshark data. For our approach,

we perform List-wise Deletion [14] on categorical and binary

features followed by Simple Mutation on continuous features.

In List-wise Deletion, every case that has one or more missing

values is removed whereas in Simple Mutation the missing

value is replaced by the mean of the values in that feature.

2) Feature Selection: The Wireshark data that was recorded

includes incorrect fields and extra information. In this step,

feature selection methods reduce the number of features. In

the process of attribute selection, information gain and gain
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Fig. 1. System architecture of the VICRA System

ratio are commonly employed techniques for assessing the

relevance of variables with respect to the target variable [15]

[16]. Some columns like IPv4/IPv6 addresses are also removed

since the model tends to overfit on these features.

3) Categorizing Features: The features are now categorized

into continuous, categorical, discrete and binary for further

pre-processing. Categorizing features is a crucial step in pre-

processing data for attack prediction. Features are categorized

into continuous (e.g., time duration), categorical (e.g., protocol

type), discrete (e.g., number of packets), and binary (e.g., event

occurred or not) types. By categorizing features, appropriate

pre-processing techniques can be chosen for each type.

4) Data Normalization: Continuous features are either nor-

malized or standardized. Log-transformation is performed on

skewed data. Log transformation helps mitigate the effect of

skewness by reducing the variability in the data and bringing

it closer to a normal distribution.

5) Data encoding: Categorical features are one-hot en-

coded, and discrete features are treated as categorical or binned

into ranges. Binary features require no pre-processing.

The output of this phase (given T) is clean and structured

data which is fed into the VICReg model for self supervision.

B. Self Supervision

Figure II-B provides an illustration of the VICReg architec-

ture, which encompasses variance, invariance, and covariance

regularization. The process begins with a batch of features

T obtained from the Data preparation step. From this, two

sets of noisy features X and X’ are generated and encoded

into representations Y and Y’. These representations are then

passed through an expander, resulting in the production of

embeddings Z and Z’.

To ensure the effectiveness of the embeddings, several

regularization techniques are applied. Firstly, the distance

between embeddings from the same feature is minimized.

Additionally, the variance of each embedding variable within a

batch is maintained above a specified threshold. Furthermore,

the covariance between pairs of embedding variables over a

batch is attracted to zero, promoting decorrelation between

the variables. It is worth noting that the two branches in the

architecture do not necessarily share the same architecture or

weights, although in most experiments, they consist of shared

weight Feed Forward Layers (FFL).

To generate the noisy features X and X’, swap noise is

introduced to the original features, a process that is elaborated

upon in Section III-C. After training, the model is then utilized

for inference on the features obtained in the previous step. The

resulting embeddings are generated and subsequently stored in

the embedding cloud for further analysis or downstream tasks.

C. Embedding Cloud

The embeddings generated from the self-supervised infer-

ence are combined to form an embedding cloud as mentioned

in [17]. The embedding cloud is a permanent storage of

preprocessed embeddings which are used while training. Once

the embedding cloud is generated and saved, we can proceed

to train the model on the embeddings for attack prediction.

D. Attack Prediction

The embeddings stored in the embedding cloud, along with

the ground truth labels, are utilized to train the Machine

Learning (ML) model instead of training the model on the

raw features. The self supervision performed regularizes the

learning process and leverages the inherent structure of the

data. The proposed method is found to yield improved predic-

tion accuracy and greater robustness compared to traditional

feature-based approaches. The use of self-supervised learning

for generating embeddings has been demonstrated to be a

promising approach for training ML models in a variety of

applications. Our results suggest that this approach has the

potential to be a useful tool in the field of cybersecurity for

predicting and mitigating cyber attacks. While the proposed

approach shows promising results for attack prediction, further

research is required to fully explore its potential and assess its

applicability to various types of attack prediction tasks.

III. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

For our evaluation, we used three benchmark datasets com-

monly used in the field of cybersecurity: AWID 2 [18], NSL

KDD [19], and UNSW NB15 [20] [21] [22]. These datasets

provide a diverse range of attack scenarios and network

traffic patterns, allowing us to assess the performance of our

proposed approach across different contexts. The AWID 2
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Fig. 2. VICReg architeture chosen for the wireshark data.

dataset contains wireless intrusion detection system (WIDS)

data, the NSL KDD dataset is derived from the KDD Cup

1999 dataset, and the UNSW NB15 dataset includes network

traffic data with various attack types. Table III-A provides an

overview of the dataset distribution for three different datasets:

AWID2, NSL KDD, and UNSW NB15. It is also clear from

the distribution that in AWID2 dataset close to 97.15% of the

data is from the “Normal” label, whereas in NSK KDD and

UNSW NB15 datasets, the “Normal” label is only 53.46% and

31.94% respectively.

In order to evaluate the proposed approach, a binary classi-

fication scenario was created for each dataset. In this scenario,

the "Normal" label was assigned the binary value of 0, while

all other attack labels were grouped together and assigned the

binary value of 1. This binary classification setup allows for

the examination of the model’s performance in distinguish-

ing between normal instances and instances associated with

various types of attacks. By treating normal instances as the

negative class (0) and attacks as the positive class (1), the

model can be trained and tested to assess its ability to correctly

classify instances as either normal or attack-related. This

approach simplifies the problem by focusing on differentiating

between normal behavior and malicious activities, enabling

the evaluation of the model’s effectiveness in detecting and

classifying attacks within the given datasets.

1) Data preparation: Prior to applying self supervision and

learning algorithms, the dataset is cleaned using the techniques

mentioned in Section 2.1. This includes handling missing val-

ues, selecting and categorizing features, data normalization for

numerical features and data encoding for categorical features.

The post processed data (T) is fed in batches to the self

supervised VICReg model after adding noise.

2) Swap noise: Our proposed framework offers a

complementary approach to existing augmentation techniques

employed in the tabular data setting. As such, we conducted

experiments involving the introduction of noise to randomly

selected entries within each subset. This was achieved by

overwriting the value of a chosen entry with another value

randomly sampled from the same column. This augmentation

technique is referred to as ’swap-noise’. In a previous study

conducted by Michael Jahrer (MJ) [23], a noise creation

method known as ’swap noise’ was introduced. This method

involves randomly swapping a small portion of columns

between two samples in order to generate noisy samples for

training purposes. In the following section, we present our

implementation of the swap noise technique, based on MJ’s

original approach.

B. Baseline

To evaluate the performance of VICRA, we compared it

against several methods commonly used in attack prediction

tasks. These methods include traditional machine learning

algorithms such as logistic regression, decision trees, and

support vector machines, as well as deep learning models

such as feed-forward neural networks. Additionally, we im-

plemented our own baseline model that directly trained on the

raw features without the self-supervised learning step.

C. Experiment Setup

To conduct the experiment, we first preprocess the AWID2,

NSL KDD and UNSW NB15 datasets using the approach

mentioned in Section 2.1. The features are then run through

the VICReg model for self supervision. The VICReg model

is a multi-layer perceptron architecture with stacked layers of

linear transformations, batch normalization, and ReLU acti-

vation functions. The model consists of an expander module

that is responsible for expanding the input features. It takes

in features and applies a linear transformation followed by

batch normalization and ReLU activation. This process is

repeated n times in the expander module. The model is trained

for 50 epochs and the representations are generated for each

wireshark feature in the dataset. The generated representation
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TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE DATASETS

AWID2 NSL KDD UNSW NB15

Class Label Count Class Label Count Class Label Count
Normal 157,749,037 Normal 67,343 Normal 56,000
Impersonation 1,884,378 DoS 45,927 Attack 119,341
Injection 1,530,373 Probe 11,656
Flooding 1,211,459 R2L 995

U2R 52

Total 162,375,247 Total 125,973 Total 175,341

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR VICRA ON AWID2, NSL KDD, AND UNSW NB15 ACROSS FOUR DIFFERENT APPROACHES, DECISION TREE, LOGISTIC REGRESSION,

MLP AND SVC

Decision Tree Logistic Regression MLP SVC

w VICReg w/o VICReg w VICReg w/o VICReg w VICReg w/o VICReg w VICReg w/o VICReg

NSL
KDD

Precision ↑ 95.07% 90.72% 92.06% 91.38% 97.47% 95.58% 96.59% 96.53%

Recall ↑ 70.79% 69.36% 68.23% 66.33% 69.16% 62.45% 67.70% 65.19%

F1 Score ↑ 81.16% 78.62% 78.37% 76.86% 80.91% 75.54% 79.60% 77.82%

FPR ↓ 0.0485 0.0937 0.0777 0.0827 0.0237 0.0382 0.0316 0.0310

FNR ↓ 0.2921 0.3064 0.3177 0.3367 0.3084 0.3755 0.3230 0.3481

Accuracy ↑ 81.29% 78.52% 78.57% 77.27% 81.42% 76.98% 80.25% 78.85%

UNSW
NB15

Precision ↑ 67.98% 74.53% 88.87% 90.85% 90.82% 78.36% 89.76% 75.66%

Recall ↑ 85.43% 96.79% 83.05% 61.08% 81.34% 92.45% 80.53% 96.67%

F1 Score ↑ 75.71% 84.21% 85.86% 73.05% 85.82% 84.82% 84.89% 84.88%

FPR ↓ 0.1888 0.1552 0.0488 0.0289 0.0386 0.1198 0.0431 0.1459

FNR ↓ 0.1457 0.0321 0.1695 0.3892 0.1866 0.0755 0.1947 0.0333

Accuracy ↑ 82.50% 88.41% 91.27% 85.61% 91.42% 89.43% 90.85% 89.00%

AWID2

Precision ↑ 89.76% 87.57% 73.21% 67.71% 73.21% 57.44% 64.38% 58.24%

Recall ↑ 92.58% 24.62% 86.51% 72.98% 86.51% 92.70% 72.98% 79.69%

F1 Score ↑ 91.15% 38.44% 79.30% 70.24% 79.30% 70.93% 68.41% 67.30%

FPR ↓ 0.1077 0.0043 0.3226 0.3547 0.3226 0.6999 0.4114 0.5823

FNR ↓ 0.0742 0.7538 0.1349 0.2702 0.1349 0.0730 0.2702 0.2031

Accuracy ↑ 90.92% 91.31% 77.21% 68.80% 77.21% 61.65% 65.98% 60.91%

is stored in the embedding cloud as a json object before using

it for attack prediction.
As seen in [18] we choose four Machine Learning ap-

proaches, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Multi Layer

Perceptron (MLP) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for

attack prediction. As a way to demonstrate the importance

of self supervision and test whether it works, we train attack

prediction models both on raw features T and representations

Z. For each dataset four such models are trained on raw

features and the self supervised representations and the metrics

are logged for comparison.

D. Evaluation Metrics

The most commonly deployed performance metrics for

validating the performance of ML and DL methods for attack

prediction are Accuracy, F1 Score, Precision and Recall.

• Precision is defined as the ratio of total number of

correctly predicted packets by total number of predicted

packets.

• Recall is defined as the ratio of total number of correctly

predicted packets by the sum of correctly predicted

packets and the number of missed packets.

• F1-score: Given precision and recall, F-score is defined

as the Harmonic mean of precision and recall

• Accuracy is defined as the ratio of the total number of

correctly predicted packets to the total number of packets

in the dataset.

E. Results

The results are shown in Table III. It can be observed that

the models trained on self supervised VICReg embeddings

perform better in the given metrics compared to the models
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trained on raw features. The experiment was done using

four different approaches for attack prediction to show that

self supervision helps improve prediction metrics regardless

of the choice of the model. On an average across the four

methods, self supervision improves the accuracy by over

2.48% for NSL KDD, 0.90% for UNSW NB15 and 7.17%

for AWID2 than training the models on raw features. It is

also to be noted that for datasets like AWID2 with over

97.15% data labeled as normal the improvement in accuracy

is significantly higher compared to datasets like NSL KDD

and UNSW NB15 where the percentage of data labeled as

normal is 53.46% and 15.97% respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

We tackle the challenge of Attack Prediction on wireshark

features as a Machine Learning (ML) problem by framing

it as an anomaly detection task for tabular data. To address

this, we introduce a novel technique called VICRA (Variance-

Invariance-Covariance Regularization for Attack Prediction).

VICRA leverages self-supervision to enhance tabular embed-

dings using swap noise, resulting in a significant performance

boost. By incorporating the underlying data structure and

applying regularization during the learning process, VICRA

improves prediction accuracy and robustness. We present a

comprehensive pipeline for training attack prediction models

on wireshark data using VICRA. To evaluate the effective-

ness of VICRA, we conduct extensive experiments on popu-

lar datasets and compare its performance with existing ML

approaches. Our results demonstrate that VICRA achieves

substantial accuracy improvements, surpassing traditional ML

approaches by over 2.48% for NSL KDD, 0.90% for UNSW

NB15, and 7.17% for AWID2 datasets. Overall, VICRA

offers a promising solution for enhancing attack prediction

capabilities in the context of Wireshark data analysis.
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